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Abstract

A previously proposed algorithm for the classification of periodi-

cally amplitude modulated targets is studied for its possible use in an

air—to—ground radar situation. The assumptions necessary for the use of

the algorithm are discussed and the limitations and scope of the problem

are presented. Classification probabilities of error are presented

based on worst case analysis of clutter conditions in the received radar

signal. Analysis is provided for a two class problem and a three class

problem. using both nearest neighbor rules and stepwise discriminant

analysis for classification. The clutter in these problems is studied

under conditions of spectral spreading and increased clutter signal

power. The effect on probability of error is found to be small enough

that there are definite possibilities for the use of this algorithm in

some air—to—ground applications.
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I
I Introduct ion

- The purpose of this thesis is to examine a proposed technique for

the automatic identification of radar targets. This thesis will

investigate the applicability of this technique for the air—to—ground

envir~5nnient. The introductory chapter will outline the reasons for

this study and will develop a possible scenario for the use of the

technique .

Radar

Radar is an acronym for radar detection and ranging. A radar is,

however, not limited to that amount of information. The other types

of information that can be extracted from a typical radar signal

include: range, relative velocity, angular direction , target size, and

target shape. In order to estimate target shape, a synthetic apera—

ture radar is usually required and the target must be stationary or

moving at a constant velocity relative to the radar (Ref 21:8—11).

In addition, vibration or rotation can be detected by spectral analysis

of the received signal.

After the radar signals are processed, they are displayed for in-

terpretation by a radar operator. A skilled operator may be able to

classify the target type through experience and a priori knowledge of

expected targets. One problem is that the skilled operator may not

always be available. Another is that the operator may not always be in

a position of having sufficient a priori information available.

Target Classificat ion

One solution to these problems would be to develop a machine that

( 
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could classify the targets based on some a priori knowledge of possible

target characteristics. This machine could automatically make this

type of decision at a remote site or when mounted on a remote vehicle.

Then, the radar information would not have to be sent to the central

site for processing. The class of the target would be the only thing

that is sent. This would greatly reduce the number of operators re—

quired, the amount of information traffic, and the number of errors in

data transmission (Ref 6:5 ) .

A highly accurate, remote sensor could be used to extend the visual

range of the operators. Today, there exist weapons with high accuracy

that could be employed in a long range tactical situation. If target

classes must be confirmed visually , the full value of these weapons

can not be realized. In the Department of Defense Annual Report for

Fiscal Year 1979, Secretary Brown emphasizes the need for accurate

targeting information, in orde r to employ tactical long range weapons

and reduce the possibility of self—inflicted loss (Ref 5:263—7).

The emphasis in this area, is shown by the Non—Cooperative Target

Recognition Workshop held at Rome Air Development Center in October,

1978. At that workshop , the needs of the services and potential solu-

tions were discussed. The possible areas of interest extend from the

use of a single sensor , such as radar, to the use of multiple sensors

integrated into a unified classification scheme (Ref 21~).

The Air Force efforts in this area are partially directed toward

the possibil ity of class ifying ground targets through the use of

existing X—band radars on airborne platforms (Ref 19). Data bases

have been gathered for use in the study. In working with this data,

( 
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it has been determined that there may be suf f ic ien t  information available

ih the sidebands of modulated radar signals to classify the targets as

members of particular classes; such as truck , jeep , or tank (Ref 23:9).

Scenario

A typical Air Force scenario might consist of an aircraft or re-

motely piloted vehicle flying at low altitude over a known or suspected

area rrf enemy concentration. The vehicle would be flying low enough,

fast enough , and at distances far enough from the targets to avoid its

being detected. The radar mounted on the vehicle would receive the

signals which would be fed into an onboard computer for classification.

This information would then be acted upon , in the case of a manned

aircraft, or be sent to a central unit for further action.

Proposed Classifier

In order to separate one class of oijects from another, one must

first determine the characteristics of each class that make the classes

distinct. This is a fairly simple task when done visually by a human

observer. However, it is quite another type problem when done by a

machine using a received radar signal.

A classi fier based on radar signals will have to perfo rm in the

presence of noise and radar clutter. In addition , the classifier will

have to use features that are independent of the aspect angle, velocity .

and range of the target. Since the received radar signals are in the

- time domain, the classifier can be built in the time domain or any in-

vertible transformation of the time domain. A useful transformation

is the Fourier transfo rm, which allows the classifier to be built in

( 3
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I
the frequency domain.

The frequency domain naturally reflects certain aspects of the

physics of the problem such as determination of the skin line , the liar—

monies of the skin line, the sidebands , the noise level, and the clutter

in the, received signal. This is due to the doppler effect which is pre-

sent due to the movement of the vehicle, the agitation of the metals,

the modulation of the moving parts of the vehicle, the movement of the

radar platform, the vibrations of that platform, the scanning of the

antenna , and the movement of the illuminated background due to wind or

vibrations. By first finding the skin liu~ in the frequency domain , a

classifier can be built that has a search routine to find the remaining

components of the signal (Re f 22: 5 8—60) .  Pattern recognition proce-.

dures could be then used to extract representative features for sepa-

rating the classes.

This thesis will deal primarily with a previously proposed model

for a classification scheme that classifies ground vehicles based on

returns received by a fixed radar antenna (Ref 22). The model will be

studied as to its applicability to an air to ground environment. By

assuming that the radar is mounted on an airborne platform, the problem

of distributed clutter in the frequency domain must be dealt with. It

is the intent of this thesis to determine whether the model merits fur—

ther study requiring actual air—to-ground data.

Assumptions

The primary assumption for this thesis is that the radar antenna

is locked on and tracking the target. This assumption is necessary be-

cause of the manner in which the radar data was taken and it is not

‘4



within the sc ope of this paper to deal with the prob lems of finding and

locking onto the target. One other useful assumption is that the power

in the clutter signal is known and that this power remains constant

when applied to the airborne problem. The last general assumption is

that the noise in the received signal is additive white Gaussian noise.

The second chapter of this thesis will look at the previously pro—

posed classification scheme. The third chapter will deal with applica-

tion of that scheme to the air-to-ground problem. The fourth chapter

will show the results of this work and the fifth chapter will give the

conclusions and recommendations.

(
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II Analysis of Proposed Classification Scheme

This chapter discusses the main aspects of the classification

scheme. The chapter will only highlight the previous work and discuss

relevant points. A more complete description of the underlying techni-

ques can be found in Stewart’s dissertation (Ref 22). -

The Procedure

In his dissertation, Stewart used a set of data that was generated

independently for the study of radar detection of agitated metals

(RADAM). Since the data set is costly and time consuming to gather, the

best set already available was chosen for this work. The data were

then converted from analog to digital form so that they could be pro—

ceased in a digital computer. A Hannirig window was used to filter the

4 time signals and the amplitude spectra were computed by a fast Fourier

transform algorithm. The resulting frequency domain signals were

thresholded to check if there actually was a target within the range

gates of the radar. The signals were then checked for positiveness and

reversed, if the target skin line was found to be negative. The spec-

tra were then checked for a skin line minimum velocity of two mph. The

signals were then bandlimited to between zero and one KHz. This finished

the preprocess ing of the signals. The result was a digitized amplitude

spectrum that contained the skin line and sec nd harmonic of the skin

line for all vehicles travelling at a minimum of two mph within the

range gates of the of the radar.

The amplitude spectra were then mapped into a feature space. The

components of- the feature space consists of leO features. These

6
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features were chosen heuristically to separate the targets into the

three classes. The features were chosen to ‘be relatively aspect invar-

iant, velocity independent , acceleration independent , and location m dc—
- 

pendent.

In order to construct the features , the amplitude spectra were

divided into six frequency bands (Fig 1). These bands, in order , are:

the clutter band , the lower side band of the skin line, the skin line

band, the upper side band of the skin line, the band containing the

harmonic of the skin line, and the noise band. These bands vary in

width and location, depending on the location of the skin line. The

skin line location being the result of doppler effect. The features are

then derived from the properties of these bands. The properties used

are: peak signal within a band, the total signal voltage within a band,

the total signal ener~ r within a band, and the voltage variation within

a band. The features are then based on the statistics of these pro-

perties and the ratios of these statistics between bands (Ref 22:77).

Nearest neighbor routines and. step-wise discriminant analysis (SDA)

are the used to classify the targets. Because of the close physical

similarity of targets 2 and 3 , classification is performed for a two

class problem and a three class problem. The results of these problems

are evaluated for each type of classifier. In addition, a voting

scheme is used. with multiple looks in an attempt to improve the per-

formance.

This summary of the methods used in the classification scheme is

presented as a basis for examining the limitations of the study be-

cause of the limitations of the data, the necessary assumptions for the

7
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use of the data, and the scope of the problem. A more complete

description of the preprocessing and feature extraction is contained in

Stewart’s dissertation (Ref 22).

The Data Base

A high pulse repetition frequency, coherent radar was use d to

collect the data. The radar had a transmission frequency equivalent to

the frequency used by many airborne mapping radars in the current Air

Force inventory. The received radar signals consisted of time domain

signals resulting from ground vehicles being driven through the radar

beam of a fixed antenna. The target s were at a slant ran ge of 325 m

and an antenna depression angle of 3.5° below the horizon.

There were three targets in the data base. For consistency with

Ste-wart’s work , they are labeled 1, 2, and 3. All targets were ground

vehicles with the running gear on target 1. being dissimilar to that of

targets 2 and 3.

The data base necessitates sc~se limitations on the scope of the

study. Since all of the targets were moving through the range gates ,

the classifier is limited to man—made, moving objects with an exposed

running gear. This is not a serious limitation when looking at the

types of vehicles used in today’s warfare. This could, however, be a

serious limitation when heavy duty vehicles are built that float on

cushions of air.

The ract that the antenna is fixed eliminates some clutter that

would be present due to plat form motion, scanning, and vibrations.

The depression angle is typical of depression angles used for air-

borne performing a mapping function. However, the slant range is much

9
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closer than would be normally experienced in any type of airborne radar

classification scheme. The power in the received signal is related to

the slant range as follows:

P
R

U: k .4 (i)

where is the received power, d is the slant range , and k is the

constant associated with a particular radar. In order to simulate a

situation where the radar is at a greater distance rrom the target, the

power received must be reduced in proportion to the fourth power of the

slant range to the target. Since the power received is directly re-

lated to the power transmitted, the transmitted power must be reduced

accordingly. In order to achieve results equivalent to those for the

data base this relationship of slant range to power must be taken into

account.

The type of clutter present for the data was farmland clutter.

Since clutter power is a function of its radar cross section, intro-

ducing other types of clutter could effect the received signal. One

would expect there to be more power in the clutter band for a wooded

environment and less power in the clutter band for a desert environment.

Assumptions

There we re some as sumptions that were made throughout Stewart ’s

dissertation. A major assumption is that the target has already been

detected (Re f 22: 1). This is no small problem when it is realized

that detecti on means that a radar or some other detection device has

classified a target as a man—made moving object. There was no attempt

10
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to build in a reject class of targets other than man—made moving

objects. This was a necessary assumption to make since it would take a

much more complex classifier to solve the problem. The limitation on

the scope of the project must nevertheless be recognized.

An assumption made prior to Stewart’s work is that a radar would

be a good sensor in the classification scheme. Since this was the avail-

able data base, it is a major assumption that a radar -would be either

the best sensor or the most available sensor. Other sensors or even

other radars might serve the purpose more adequately. Since the other

data are not presently available in sufficient quantities, it is diffi-

cult to make realistic comparisons. Whatever the sensor is, however ,

it is useful to note the methods used in the classification.

For a portion of the disseration an assumption on tracking had to

be made (Ref 22:38). If the radar were to track the target , the radar

cross section of the clutter would constantly be changing. In addition ,

the movement of the antenna required for the tracking operation would.

introduce additional clutter. This did not pose much of a problem in

the ground-to—ground environment because it was assumed that the clutter

existed only in the lower frequencies. Thus, these lower frequencies

were ignored during the classification. In the air.-to—ground situation,

there may be some spectral spreading present that wou.ld creep into the

higher frequency components of the signal. This would then have some

bearing on the classification.

The local stationarity assumption (Ref 22:27) is very important to

the study. By choosing an observation intcrval sufficiently short to

maintain statioriarity, a short—time amplitude spectrum was computed.

11
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•1
This assumpt ion , coupled with the assumption of additive white Gaussian

noise, allows for a very tractable and useful amplitude spectrum of the

signal. Mainly, by assuming that there is a relatively small target

signal in the noise ban d , the statistics of the noise can be determined.

By knowing the statistics of the noise, the characteristics of the

clutter and target returns can be examined for use in the feature extrac-

tion process.

I~~pothesis

The basic hypothesis that motivated the proposed classification

scheme is that there exist parameters of the received radar signal

associated with particular targets that are invariant from return to

return. These parameters are then useful in the classification of the

radar targets. Since the targets all have moving parts, they will ex-

perience s ome doppler spread in the frequency domain. Therefore, it

was thought that the frequency domain would be a likely candidate for

the existence invariant target parameters.

12
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III Air—to—groun d Classification

This chapter will focus on the application of the classificat ion

scheme for the air—to—ground environment. Specifically , the effects of

ground clutter on target recognition will be discussed.

Radar Clutter Problem

Clutter is the received radar signal from any illuminated object

other than the target of interest. It is the result of the target ’s

surrounding environment. The clutter can be from the natural environ-

ment , such as, rocks , trees, grasses , water, and the terrain itself.

The clutter can also include man-made objects that are not targets of’

interest , such as , roads , fences , buildings, and equipment.

The reason that clutter presents a problem is that the desired

features in the target may be masked by the presence of clutter. The
(

problem is different from that of thermal noise because it is difficult

to predict the nature of the clutter. If the same area were cont~nu—

ously searched for targets , that particular area would represent some

average clutter statistics which could be incorporated into a target

classifier. This would not be the case in the usual air—to—ground

situation where the target must be classified -where it is located,

regardless of the surrounding environment. -

Since the target classifier is to be used in various environments,

it is necessary to decide whether the features it uses are sufficiently

robust to function up to a prescribed standard in the presence of clut-

ter. One approach to this problem would be to use the -worst case

amplitude statistics and spectra of the clutter (Ref 20:1). If the

13
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•1
features -worked in the worst case , then they would work in a less se—

vere envi ronment.

Clutter turned out not to be a major factor in the development of

the classifier proposed by Stewart; by inspection , Stewart determined

that the clutter was confined to a frequency band between 0 and l1~ Hz

and it was easy to take advantage of this spectral quality to elimi nate

the clutter ener~~’ from the classifier. He simply did not use any

informat ion from this frequency band to construct target features.

In the air—to—ground, however, situation there will be some

spectral spread of the clutter due to platform motion (Ref 114:20).

These effects must be taken into account when judging the applicability

of the classifier to the air—to—ground situation. Additionally , it

must be taken into account that the clutter signal may be different

from that experienced when the data -was generated.

Clutter Equation

Assuming that the thermal and. receiver noise power is negligible

compared to clutter power , the clutter power at the receiver for small

grazing angles is (Ref 12:63-67):

2 2  r 1 -

~t~c
” I a 6 B ct sec •

~‘ I  (2)
C—  b a —

(1
~~)

3LR L
where,

C is the clutt -. L -’e r

is the transmitted power -

is the antenna gain in the direction of the clutter

A is the radar wavelength 
-

L is the system loss factor
( 
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a is the scattering cross section of the clutter element

o is the azimuthal beam width
a

c is the speed of light

-r is the pulse width

y is the grazing angle

For a particular radar system all of the terms are constant except for

slant range, the scattering cross sect ion of the clutter element , and

the grazing angle. The slant range and grazing angle will be func-

tions of the clutter location with respect to the radar platform. The

clutter cross section will be a function of the type of clutter en—

countered. It is interesting to note that the total clutter power is

not a function of any p lat fo rm motion or motion of the clutter itself ;

therefore the clutter power can be assumed to be the same for a fixed

anter.na or a moving antenna operating under the same conditions .

The effect of grazing angle on clutter power is minimal. If the

angle is allowed to vary between zero and ten degrees , the clutter

power varies by only one and one—half percent. This leaves the slant

range and clutter cross section as the major contributors to clutter

power. In Stewart’s dissertation the features we re normalized by the

peak power in the return of the skin line. This calls for an analysis

of the signal to clutter ratio. 
- 

-
,

The signal to clutter ratio is (Ref 12:63—67):

[Gt ]2 1  1 1 ___ . 1 (3)/ 
[0 ] LOa ~~~ sec ‘rJ a0

where,

( is the antenna gain in the direction of the target

15
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a is the target radar cross section -

In thiz formulation , it is evident that the effects of range are re—

duced from a fourth power relationship to a first power relationship.

In addition , the use of the ratio eliminates any effects  of transmitted

power. Thus, analysis based on a normalized signal return , Is effected

by slant range to the target, the radar cross sections of the clutter and

the target, and to a small extent by the grazing angle.

Radar Cross Section of Clutter -

The factors that determine the radar cross section of clutter in-

clude the radar frequency, the transmit/receive polarization pair, the

grazing angle, and the terrain type. The terrain type is also altered

by the type of vegetation , the weather , and the season of the year

(Ref 14:4). For the particular radar which provides the dat a used in

this study1 the terrain type is the only significant variable in deter-

mining the radar cross section of the clutter.

Clutter can be considered to be the result of either distributed or

discrete scattering. In the distributed case , the domi nant scatterers

are continuous in nature , such as , farmland. For the case of discret..

scattering, the dominant scatterers are isolated objects , usually man-

made. The most common approach to clutter is to characterize-it as

homogeneous with a constant radar cross section (Ref 3:1).

Four generic terrain types are usually used to identify the type

of clutter. These types are Farmland, Sea/Lake , Desert , and Woodland

(Ref 14 : 14) .  Sea/Lake is not a factor when considering land vehicles,

but the other three types can occur. For a comparison of the effects

of the terrain type on the radar cross section, there - exists a study of

i6 
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ground clutter measurements at X-band frequencies (Ref 7). For grazing

angles of less than ten degrees , the average radar cross section per

unit area measured in the Sumner and the Fall is represented in Table 1.

Table I. Ave rage t4easured Radar Cross Sections of

Clutter in dBSM

OVERALL AVERAGE RAN GE OF AVERAGES

Summe r Fall Standard Low High
Devi ation

Trees —30 .5 —29 . 14 14.14 — 14i .o —2 14.0

Fields —38 .0 — 2 9 .2 1.3 — 142.0 — 22 . 5

Rocky Groun d * —28 .5 1.1 —31 .0 — 25. 0

*Not Measured

This data is from a limited number of sources and a limited number

of measurements. However, the results are consistent with other studies

for the types of terrain measured (Re f 7:73). The measurements for

desert would most likely approximate those of rocky ground for the pur-

poses of this study.

The implication of the radar cross section , for a clutter measure-

ment with a fixed illuminated area, is that the signal—to—clutter ratio

could vary by 20dB. This could effect the performance of the classifier

significantly if the measurements were made with low radar cross sections.

The data used in this Investigation was taken with a farmland clutter

background. If the background clutter is considered to have an average

radar cross sect ion, the signal—to—clutter ratio could vary as much as

13dB worse under some extreme differences in terrain radar cross sections.
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The classifier should be tested to see how it performs under the more

extreme conditions .

- 
Clutter Spectrum

Independent of the clutter signal power is the spread of clutter

in the frequency domain. Clutter spread must be taken into account

when dealing with low velpcity targets, such as, ground vehicles (Ref

114:23). Depending on the amount of clutter spread , the clutter return

and the target return can both be present in th e frequency bands used

for target classification (Fi g 2 ) .  SInce it is impossible to isolate

the clutter from the target si~ riai , under conditions of low target

velocity and high clutter spread , the classificat ion scheme needs to be

tested for its effectiveness under these adverse conditions .

An assumption mus t be made that the aircra ft platform has access

to its own velocity and the scan angle of the antenna. This allows for

an amplitude spectrum that is demodulated by the doppler shift from

relat ive velocity of t~’e platform with the illuminated area. Therefore,

the amplitude spectra of all of the target samples can be compared re-

gardless of platform velocity or scan angle.

One cause of clutter spread is the mot ion ;~ the illuminated

clutter background, either due to the wind or ground vibrations. The

spectral width of the clutter signal due to int~’rnal ground motion is

seldom more than one foot per second (Ref 14:20). This is equivalent

to 19 Hz, which is 5 Hz beyond the clutter spread for the fixed data

base.

-One study (Ref 9) attempted to model clutter spread due to wind

velocity for an X—band radar 5,lluminating a wooded area. The maximum
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frequency of the clutter was

= 1.33 e~~
114 w) Hz (4)

where w is the wind velocity in knots. A -wind of 25 mph would then

cause a maximum clutter spread of 28 Hz. This is i14 Hz above the spread

encountered in the data base. The choice of 25 mph is an extreme, but

possible, situat ion where the classifier would reasonably be expected to

work. -

In addition to the motion of the ground objects , clutter spread

is caused by any antenna or platform motion In an airborne radar situa-

tion (Ref 15:270). These motions are due to scanning, maneuvering ,

platform v..locity, and instabilities either in the plat form or the

antenna. The clutter spread due to these can be much more significant

than the causes previously mentioned (Ref 14:20).

If the target is not on the aircraft centerline , then the velocity

component of the clutter perpendicular to the aircraft centerline -will

induce clutter spread. The frequency component of the clutter is

2 V
= 

X sin 0 - (5)

where V,~ is the velocity component perpendicular to the aircraft -

centerline in meters per second, A is the wavelength of the signal in

meters , and 9 is the angle of the clutter from the antenna centerline

(Ref 21:18—6). A target that is 10 degrees off the aircraft centerline,

of an aircraft moving at 1400 mph , will have a velocity component per—

pendicular to the centerline of 69 mph. If the beamwidth of the radar

is 14.5 degrees and the target is in the center of the-illuminated area,

20
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then the clutter will be 2.25 degrees from the antenna centerline.

This would resul t in a clutter doppler frequency of 76 Hz. That is

considerably above the clutter band used to build the classifier for

the ground radar situation. The scanning, maneuvering , and instabili-

ties o.f the radar platform will also contribute to the clutter spread

in a manner that has not been determined.

Implications

The power in the clutter signal is dependent on the radar cross

sect ion of the clutt er, which is in turn dependent on the type of

terrain. The spread of the clutter is dependent on motions of the

ground and of the radar platform. These both act to change the returned

signal. The classifier proposed by Stewart was built for a fixed

radar antenna illuminating a constant clutter background. If the algo—

( rithm is to be applied to an air—to—ground situation , it must be able

to classify targets under a variety of clutter backgrounds and various

clutter doppler shifts. -

21 
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IV Results 
-

This chapter discusses the procedures used to gather the data, the

methods used to evaluate the data , and the results of the evaluation .

Dat a Gathering

Chapter two discussed the data base used in this work. This data

base was generated through use of a fixed radar antenna. As discussed

in chapter three, the clutter signal had to be altered so that the data

might approximate the data that would be expected from an airborne

radar platform. The total power in the clutter signal must be held

constant, but spread spectrally, for the case where an airborne radar

illu minates the same clutt er background used in the original data base.

This requires a measurement of total clutter power in each sample, an

indication of the shape of the expected clutter spectrum, and the

doppler shift of the clutter.

Since the doppler shift is dependent on many variables, it was

allowed to vary between 0 Hz and 270 Hz. Based on the given equations

in Chapter 3, this would be a reasonable range of expected frequencies.

This range was also chosen because it extends beyond the average skin

line doppler frequency of the targets which is approximately 200 Hz

(Appendix C).

The clutter in the original data was considered to lie between 0

Hz and i14 Hz for the purposes of this study. These frequencies were

determined by inspection of the amplitude spectrum (Ref 22:72) .  The

total powe r was then measured in the clutter band for each sample. The

power was then held constant for each individual sample during the

22 -
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spectral spreading. The power was held constant on a sample basis

rather than use an average power for a target , a run , a class, or an

overall average. This allowed measurement variations that might be ex-

pected and it did not introduce any bias that would result in a lower

than expected classification probability of error. The shape of the

spectrum was modeled after Figure 3. This figure was the result of a

computer generated clutter model averaged over a number of samples

(Re f 18:6—7) . This model indicates that the spectrum has most of its

power lying the the lower frequencies with the power in each narrow

frequency band continuing to decrease as the frequency increases.

While it can not be said that the power in each narrow frequency band

is strictly decreasing (Ref 7:82), the model represents the average

case where the trend is in that direction.

For the case where the radar cross section was allowed to vary,

the other variables were held constant. This allowed for a comparison

of probability of performance under conditions of equal spectral spread

with increased power in the clutter signal. In this study , the clutter

power was allowed to vary from 0dB to 20dB to approximate what the

signal might appear to be under varying terrain conditions. There was

no attempt made to alter the shape of the spectrum, although one might

expect a slightly different shape for each class of terrain. This was

done because the shape of the clutter spectrum cannot be reliably pre-

dicted. The shape would be highly dependent on the individual terrain

conditions. This was considered to be a minor consideration because

the general shape of the clutter spectrum viii still closely approxi—

mate the shape of the model.

23
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Data Evaluation Methods

Since this thesis is based upon aprevious study, the methods of

evaluating the data are the same as used in that study (Ref 22) .  The

methods are stepwise discriminant analysis (SDA) and. nearest neighbor

CNN ) classification (Ref 10, 8). These techniques are adequately

discussed in Stewart ’s work. The three nearest neighbor rule was not

used because it did not yield significantly different results than the

single nearest neighbor rule based on the increased computational

costs.

Classification was perfcrmed on the two class problem, where tar-

gets two and three are considered to be in the same class, and on the

three class problem. Selected cases were also chosen to see if per—

fo rznanc.e improved significantly for seven looks at a target prior to a

decision.

Spread Spectrum Results

There were 1442 samples remaining from the ori ginal data base

after preprocessing. Of these , 1387 were classified by Stewart (Re f

22). The remaining 55 samples formed a reject class. These samples

were rejected either be cause the peak voltage in the skin line was too

low or because the skin line location was less than 14 Hz (Ref 22).

These rejected samples were not from any one run. but were from a large

cross section of the runs. These samples were not used in the calcula-

tion of probability of error because a rejection is not the same as

making an error. Rejected samples merely reduce the size of the popu—

lation in the study. Any samples failing in the reject class would

then be considered as an undetected vehicle.

25



As the clutter spread frequency 
~~~~~ 

increased in value, there was

initially an increase in the reject class with the maximum number of

rejected samples being 255 samples at approximately 140 Hz (Fig 14).

Of these rejected samples 2114 were from target 1, 21 were from target

2, and 20 were from target 3. Although this was almost one—third of

the total samples in target 1, all runs were still present in the cal-

culation. The runs in target 1 that lost the most samples were at as-

pect angles of 145 degrees and 315 degrees. These runs lost up to 6o
percent of their samples with the exception of one short run at 315

degrees that lost 14 of its 6 samples. One possible explanation for

the loss at these angles is that there was a signif icant amount of power

in the sidebands of target 1 at angles 145 degrees from the antenna,

when compared to other targets and other aspect angles. The addition

of clutter power in the same location as these sidebands could have

resulted in one of the frequencies being picked as the target skin line

frequency. If this skin line frequency was below 114 Hz, the classif ier

would reject the target.

After this maximum number of 255 samples wa~ rejected, the number

of rejected samples decreased until the value of f
~ 

was about 200 Hz.

At this point there were only 140 samples rejected. The number of

samples in the reject class then leveled off at about leO to 142. Be-

cause of a dis crete frequency spectrum and a limjted amount of computer

resources, it was impossible to check every frequency and determine

the number of samples rejected. There were, however, no points tested

that did not observe the trend of an initial increase in the number of

samples rejected, followed-by a gradual decrease in the number of.
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samples rejected.

The following experiments will be labeled with  letters , for example

experiment A, experiment B , etc. This is to avoid confusion when con—

paring the results with Stewart ’s work (Ref 22). There will be number-

ed experiments in his work that correspond to the lettered experiments

shown here , but using the same numbers would imp ly that the data tested

was exactly the same. Experiments A through D are frequency spread

clutter experiments with no increase in clutter power.

Experiment A was a two class problem using SDA. As f0 increased

the probability of error increased from .o6i at l1e Hz to .089 at 200

Hz (Table II). The probability of error then decreased, going down to

.069 at 270 Hz (Fig 5) .  At 200 liz the probability of error for seven

looks at the target , using a majority voter , was .0140 as opposed to .026

when there was no c lutter spread.

Table II. Confusion Matrix for f = 200 Hz in
c

Experiment A

CLASSIFIED AS

1 2

TRUE 1 5140 914

CLASS 2 23 7145 —

The majority of errors occurred on target 1 (classified as target

2); wh~n the target was at an aspect angle of 0 and 180 degrees , moving

in the forward direction , and at a constant speed. This agrees -with

Stewart ’s conclusion (Ref 22:93).

As the clutter frequency shifted, the order of feature select ion

fluctuated considerably. A 1i~ t of features is contained in Appendix D.
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Although feature 28 (the total harmonic signal [n the sidebands in-

cluding the second harmonic) was the best feature in 7 out of 13 test

frequencies , it was not included until the 35th step when the f was

- 70 Hz. This was most likely because of a significant amount of clutter

power residing in the sidebands of the samp’es. Feature 28 increased

in significance as f increased beyond 70 Hz.

The features were checked to see which features performed best

throughout the range of possible clutter frequencies. This was done by

averaging the step number where that feature was entered for each tested

frequency. The best feature based on consistent performance was fea-

ture 25 (peak signal in the second harmonic). Feature 36 (a shape fac-

tor based on standard deviation ) was the next best fe ature followed by

feature 26 (the peak ener~ r in the second harmonic). The next two best

features were features 38 and 28. Feature 38 is a shape feature based

on the mean di fference of the side bands and feature 28 was mentioned

in the preceding p aragraph.

Experiment B was a two class problem using a NN rule . Un like the

previous experiment , there was no simple relationship between probab i-

lity of error and f
0 
(Fig 6). The probability of error varied in an

undetermined manner, but stayed within a range of .085 and .122 for the

points tested. For the case where no clutter was present above 1l~ Hz ,

the probability of error was .097. However when the clutter was spread

to 28 Hz, the probability of error increased to .122. Interestingly ,

a value of .O8~ occurred at an of 210 Hz. The probability of error

remained within these established limits through 270 Hz.

When 7 looks were taken before making a classification, the prob —

ability of error reduced to .O1~8 as opposed to .029 for an 
~c 

under
30
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114 Hz. The run on target 1 at 0 degrees was misclassified on 17 out of

27 samples. This accounted for 21 percent of the misciassifications on

target 1 in the single look test. By taking seven looks on target 1 at

0 degrees , the number of errors was only reduced to 15.

Experiment C was a three class problem using SDA. As stated pre-

viously, the three class problem is defined as viewing targets 2 and 3

as separate classes , Initially , the spread of clutter to 56 Hz reduced

the probability of error to .210 from the value of’ .219 achieved for a

single look with no clutter spread (Fig 7). The probability of error

then increased to a value of .255 at 1140 Hz where it leveled off near

that value through 210 Hz. The probability of error eventually de-

creased to .219 at 270 Hz. The 7 look probability of error at 1140 Hz

was .215 as opposed to a value of .150 under no clutter spread.

It is d i f f icu l t  to explain why the p robability of error for thi s

experiment and the last experiment fell below the initial levels,

where no clutter was present. The only apparent exp lanation would be that

the classification was not performed by a Bayes optimal classifier.

Considering this and the fact that  the data was taken on two separate

days , allowing for possible differences in the shape of the clutter

spectrum , a slight reduction of p robability of’ error at hi gh value of

is possihle. Since this study is attempting to determine the poss-

ible extension of the proposed classifier to the air—to—ground problem,

the exact values of the probabilities of error are not as important as

the overall trends in probability of error. Therefore, a slight re-

duction in probability of error at various frequencies is not a problem

for this study.
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Afte r the initial reduction in probability of erro r , the results

of this experiment were similar to those in experiment A. The prob-

ability of error increased as f
~ 

increased , eventually peaking at some

higher frequency arid then began to decrease back to its original value.

This reduction in probability of error at the higher frequencies can be

explained because the clutter spectrum is being spread over such a

broad band that there is not enough clutter power in any single fre quency

band to cause any significant differences. -

Experiment D was a three class problem using a NN rule. The prob-

ability of error in this experiment, unlike the two class problem in

experiment B, had a definite trend (Fig 8). The trend was again similar

to that experienced in experiment A . In this experiment , the probabi-

lity of error increased from .208 at an f of 114 Hz to a value of .253

at 28 Hz. This level of increase is larger in magnitude than for the

previous experiments , but is quite similar in a relative sense.

After the initial increase the probabil ity of error then gradually

increased to a value of .279 at 168 Hz. As in the previous experiments ,

the probability of error began to decrease after this peak. In this

experiment that decrease was a little slower with the probability of

error onl,y decreasing to .256 at 270 Hz. At 168 lIz, where the peak

- value of probability of error occurred for a single look, the seven

look probability of error was .178 as opposed to .126 unde r conditions

of no clutter spread.

Increased Clutter Power Results

A thorough study of the effects of increasing clutter power -was

not performed because of the large amount of computer resources that

U 314
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would have been required. Instead, clutter power increases were studied

at a low frequency spread and a high frequency cpread . For the low

frequency tests , 56 Hz was chosen because the highest number of rejects

occurred at that frequency. For the high frequency tests , 270 Hz was

chosen because this represented a clutter spread through the entire

spectrum used in this study.

Clutter power was varie-d from 0 dB to 20 dB at both frequencies .

The effects of this variation were quite different between the two

frequencies. At 56 Hz, the number of rejected samples varied from 255

at 0 dB to 146~ at 20 3B. While at 270 Hz, the number of samples re-

jected varied from 142 at 0 dB to 28 at 20 dB.

These differences can be explained by the rejection criteria. As

in the earlier discussion on clutter spread, the majority of rejected

samples caine from target 1. The number rejected from each target class

were 379 from target 1, 32 from target 2, and 514 from target 3. In

spite of 56 per cent of the samples in target 1 being rejected , each

run in target 1 was stil.1. represented by at least one sample. The

highest percentage of rejects occurred on a run at 315 degrees, where

20 out of 21 samples were rejected. Again the high number of rejects

can be explained by the clutter adding to the lower side ban d of the

skin line and making it appear that the skin line is at that lower

frequency. If the apparent skin line falls below 28 Hz, the sample is

rejected as being too low in doppler spread to identify.

The decrease in the number of rejected samples at the higher

clutter spread is due to the other rejection criterion. That criterion

is that a sample is rejected if the skin line voltage is below a

36
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nominal value (a derived receiver characteristic). An increase in

clutter power , throughout the spectrum where the average skin line

frequency occurs would tend to raise the skin line voltages. There fore,

there were 114 less rejections when 20 dE of power was added to the

clutter at this higher clutter frequen cy . Experime nts E through H are

increased clutter power experiments.

Experi ment E was a two class problem using SDA. At ~6 Hz, there

was little change in probability of error from 0 dB to 114 lB. When 20

dB was reached , the probability of error increased to .070 from its

earlier value of .061. Similarly, the probability of error at 270 Hz

increased from .069 to .075 at 20 dB (Fig 9) .  The major difference

being that the increase occurred at 114 lB. For 7 looks at an f0 of

270 Hz with 20 dB increase in power, the probability of error is .028.

This value is very close to the .026 probability of error achieved for

no increase in clutter spread or power.

Experiment F was a two class porblem using a NN rule for classifi-

cation. At 56 Hz, the probability of error increased from .0914 at 0 dB

increase to .158 at 20 dB increase (Fig lC). In contrast to this , the

probability of error decreased at 270 Hz when 114 dB was added to the

clutter power. This decrease was not expected and a more typical re-

action of an increase In probability of error occurred when the power

-was increased by 20 dB.

At 114 dB, the reduction was a result of a better classificat ion

on both classes of targets. The most reduction in errors was achieved

on target 2, where the number of errors decreased from 76 to 63. The

explanation for this change must lie in the fact that the classifier

37
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is suboptimal. One could expect slight variations in performance due

to this fact.

Since the highest probability of error occurred for a 20 dB in-

crease in clutter power at 56 Hz , the results were examined for 7

look performance. The 7 look probability of error was .071 in contrast

to .029 for no clutter spread or increased clutter power.

Experiment G was a three class problem using SDA. Recall that in

experiment C the probability of error initially decreased when the

clutter was spread to 56 Hz. When 6 dB of clutter power was added at a

clutter spread frequency of ~ 6 Hz , the probability of error increased

to .221. This value was slightly highe r than the value of .219 achieved

for no clutter spread or power increase. As the power was raised by 114

dB, however, the probability of error decreased to .203. This improvement ,

unlike the improvement in experiment C, -was a result of better classi-

fication of target 1. This improvement occurred because of the high

number of rejected samples from target 1. Illustrating this fact , the

probability of error given target 1 was present -was only .111 for a 114

Db increase in clutter power. -

The test at 270 Hz of clutter spread behaved more as would be ex-

pected (Fig 11). The probability of error steadily increases from .215

at 0 dB to .219 at 20 dB. When 7 looks are used, the probability of er-

ror decreases to .163 at an f of 270 with a 20 dB increase in clutter

power. This is slightly higher than the .150 for the case ‘where no

clutter spread or power increase is present.

Experiment H was a three class problem using a NN rule. At both

frequency spreads, the probability of error increased with increasing
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clutter power (Fig 12). The largest increase took place at ~6 Hz ,

where the probability of error increased from .257 at 0 di ~ to .296 at

20 dB. The probability of error for 7 1~ ’. k: at 20 dP~ reduces to .206

as compared to .126 under conditions of no clutter spread or power in—

crease.
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V Conc1u~~on and Pecommendation s

Th is chapt~ r presents a summary of the work perfo rmed , the con-

clusions drawn , and the recommendations for further  research .

Sumrr.it ry

A proposed classification scheme has been studied for its possible

application to an air—to—ground environment. In order to do this it was

necessary to study the clutter characteristics associated with air—to—

groun d radar targeting. The aspects of clutter studied were clutter

spectra]. spreading and variations in radar cross section of the clutter.

These aspects were then applied to the data set used in building the

original classifier.  The effects on c lass i f i cat i on were studied and re-

corded. The data set and classification algorithms used by Stewart

(Re f 22) were used so that the reader could u~e this tudy as a logical

extension of Stewart’s work.

Conclusions

The spectral spreading of clutter due to platform motion and the

increase of clutter radar cross section effect the classifier similarly.

With the spectral spread of clutter, the rejection rate of target

samples first increases sharp ly. After reaching a maximum , the rejec-

tion rate then decreases with increasing clutter spread frequency.

Finally, the rejection rate levels off at some frequency beyond the

average target skin line frequency.

With an increase in clutter radar cross section , the rejection

rate increase. The effect is more noticeable at the lower frequencies .

At frequencies beyond the target skin line frequency , an increase in

1414 -
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clutter power does not increase rejections. In the higher frequencies ,

the number of re,~ections sometimes decrease because the weaker signals

have enough power in thtm to overcome the minimum skin line voltage

criterion.

As stated earlier , it is important to view the effects  of clutter

as a worst case problem . In Table III are listed the results of the

experiments l is t ing only the worst case information . Also provi ded

are the results for a classifier with no increase in clutter spread or

clutter power. A comparison between these results might prove use~’u1.

A conclusicn will not be made as to whether or not this clas~ ifier

could not be used for a specific ai r— t o—groun d si tuation. Clearl~r

there are situations where the costs of an error are so high that only

very small probabilities of error are acceptable. Likewise , there may

be situations where there is relatively little cost associated with

making an error. For these situations a probability of error such as

shown for this classifier would be more than suff icient .

It would appear from the results that the classifier bears some

consideration for the air—to—ground target classification problem .

Since the given classifier is not optimal, there is some room for in—

provement both by better feature selection and improved classification

methods. The results shown in this study seem to justify the research

effort .

Recommendations

Since this study used data that was generated by a f ixed  antenna ,

it is recommended that actual air—to—ground data be taken. That type

of data would be necessary to prove or disprove the validity of this

1
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I
T~iblc Iii. A Comparison of Worst Case Probabilities of

Error for the Points Tested V~ . Probabili t ies

of Error Under Conditions of No Clutter Spread

or Increase in Clutter Power

No. Clutter Clutter Prob. of Error
Exp. Classes Classifier Freq. Fower 1 look 7 looks

A 2 SDA 200 Hz 0 Db .089 .0140

114 - 0 .o6i .026

B 2 NN 28 0 .122 .0148

0 .097 .029

C 3 SDA 1140 0 .255 .215

0 .219 .150

D 3 NN 168 0 .279 .178

114 0 .208 .126

E 2 SDA 270 20 .075 .028

114 0 .061 .026

F 2 NN 56 20 .158 .071

114 0 .097 .029

G 3 SDA 270 20 .219 .163

114 0 .219 .150

H 3 NN ~6 20 .296 .206

114 0 .208 .126

approach for the air to groun d problem. The data should be taken while

keep i ng i r~ mind the scenario in which the classifier will be used. In

that way the data will be more representative of the entire set of

possibilities. This might require that vehicles be tested while

146
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moving at constant  speeds in a forward direction . Since it mi ght be

more practicle to fly along main roads when searching fo r vehicles , it

may be beneficial to concentrate on aspect angles within 30 degrees of

0 and 180 degrees. Also , noting the number of errors that occurred at

0 and 180 degrees , it might prove more reliable to fly at slight offsets

from the roads instead of directly over them.

Uniti a new data set is generated , studies could be conducted that

developed features and classification procedures that worked better

under clutter conditions. Such things as combining feature s of the

time domain or cepstral domain with features of the frequency domain

have not been exp loited.
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Appendix A: Variables in the Data Base

- The data base was created by varying three conditions for each of

the three vehicles. These variables were acceleration , direction and

aspect angle. The vehicles were either moving at a constant velocity

or accelerating for the entire run through the range gates. The direc-

tion of the vehicle was either forward or reverse moving along a straight

path. The aspect angle was determined by the vehicles path in relation

to the radar antenna. The following chart is provided to show the

manner in which these conditions were varied during the tests.
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Appendix B: Conditional Probability of Error Estimates

This analysis is provided so that ~~~~ insight might be gained into

where most errors in classification occur. The analysis is not intended

to provide accurate figures averaged over the entire range of poss ib i—

lites. It is only intended to show estimates of what those probabilities

of error might be. For this purpose , the case where the clutter is

spread to 196 Hz with a 0dB increase in clutter power was chosen. The

reason for this choice was simply because this choice provided more

decisions than any other variation in clutter spread or clutter power.

For this combinat ion , 1402 decisions were made out of a possible 114142

samples. Therefore, there was a probability of .029 of not making a

decision.

The three class problem was chosen because it was believed that it

would be more desirable to build a class ifier for three classes than

for two classes. Some a priori knowledge of situations that might lead

to errors could improve the performance of the classifier through

selective data gathering techniques. The probabilities of error pro-

vided were obtained through SDA.

The probabilities of error are conditioned on aspect angle, ve-

hicle direction, and vehicle acceleration. Aspect angle Is measured

from 0 degrees (vehicle oriented facing the antenna) to 337.5 degrees

by increments of 22.5 degrees. Vehicle direction is either forward

gear or reverse gear and the vehicle is either moving at a near constant

velocity or it is accelerating. 
-
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From the tables it would appear that the probability of error

would be reduced by targeting only vehicls~. that are at aspect angles

between 90 degrees and 270 degrees, - 

~lerating, and moving in a re—

verse direction. This would be true giver, that t~ ~se c a -  were inde—

pendent. However , tests were not performed to measure independence.

The 1 look probability of error estimate for the above conditions is

•i6 and the 7 look probability of error is estimate is .00. The opposite

case conditioned on angles between 270 degrees and 90 degrees , constant

velocities , and moving in the forward direction had probabilities of

error of .27 and .21 respectively.

It is doubtful that, under field conditions , vehicles would be

found accelerating or moving in a reverse direction any significant per-

centage of the time. It is evident, however, that probabilities of

error could be reduced by targeting the vehicles from the rear. This

would require, in the airborne case , flying along the same general

routes and in the same direction as the suspected target vehicles.

p
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Appendix C. Statistics of the Targets

The target samples were analyzed to determine the mean skin line

frequencies , the signal—to—noise ratios , and the signal—to—clutter

ratios. The mean skin line frequency was determined by finding the mean

skin line frequency for each run within a target class. Each run was

then given an equal weight and the mean skin line frequency for the

target was determined. The signal—to—noise ratio is the total signal

power for a. sample divided by the total noise power in that sample.

The runs were again given equal weights in determining the average

target signal—to—noise ratio. The signal—to—clutter ratio was determined

in the same manner by using the total clutter power in a sample.

Table VII. Stat istics of the Targets

Target Number 
- 

Mean Skin Line SNR SCR
Frequency

1 203 Hz 5ls Db l14lI Db

2 l8b Hz 63 Db lle7 Db

- - 3 152Hz 62 Db l1~14 Db

Important to note is that target 1 experienced a larger doppler

shift  than the othe r two targets. Due to the method used for the clas s-

ification the amount of shift should not be a factor except when the

shift causes the skin line frequency to fall outside the band between

us Hz and 500 Hz. Target 1 also has a lower signal—to—noise ratio than

the other targets. In target 1, the run s with the three lowest signal—

to—noise ratios were all at an aspect angle of 315 degrees. However,
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the target 1 runs at this acpec l angle were misclassified only 10 times

out of 78 samples (see Appendix B). That probability of error is not

high enough to imp ly that error performance was degraded by a low

signal—to—noise ratio.
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A rp -ndix D. Features Used in t h e  stud y

For the r 4j~ i~ r ’ s convenience Table VIII l ists the feature s u sed in

the study . An exp lanation of the symbols used is given he re. For a

comp lete mathematical  de f i n i t i o n  and descri p t ion see Reference 22:72—71.’

Recall that the amp l i tude  spec trum i~ divided into six fre~ uer±cy

bands. The argument found in the name and definition of each of the

140 features designates which band was used for the calculation . The

following is a list of the bands and an explanation of the symbols.

Band 1 — The clutter band

Band 2 — The lower side band of the skin line

Band 3 — The band containing the skin li ne

Band 14 — The upper side band of’ the skin line

Dand 5 — The s’cond harmonic of the skin line

Band 6 — The noise band

A(-) — The variance in a band

— The skewness of a band

Eta ) — The energy in the band

F(•) — A particular feature number

M() - The mean of’ a band

Max(.,.) — The maximum value of the arguments

p(.) — The peak signal in the band

R(~~) — The location of the peak signal in a band

- The total signal in a band

— The variation from the largest to the smallest signal in a

band

w(•) — The wid’’- of a band
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Table V J I [ .  Fe-tturr s

Symbol Name Definition

F(l) Peak 2 P(2)/P(3)
F(2) Total 2 T(2)/P(3)
F(3) ?4ean 2 F(2)/W(2)

F(14) Peak energy 2 [F(l)]2

F(S) Total energy 2 E(2)/[P(3)]2

F(6) Mean energy 2 F(5)/W(2)
F(7) Total variation 2 V(2)/P(3)
F(8) Mean variation 2 F(7)/W(2)
F(9) Peak 14 p (4)/p(3)
F(10) Total 4 T ( 1 4) / P ( 3 )
F(ll) Mean is F(l0)/W(14)

F(12) Peak energy 14 [F(9)]
2

F(l3) Total energy 14 E(14)/(P(3)J2

F(l14) Mean energy 14 F(l3)/W(14)
F(l5) Total variation 14 V(14)/P(3)
F(16) Mean variation 14 F(15)/W(2)
F(l7) Peak 2,14 Max[F(l),F(7)]
F(18) Total 2,14 F(2)+F(l0)
F(19) Mean 2,14 F(18)/tW (2)+WV4)]
F(20) Pe ak energy 2,~4 Max[F(4),F(12))
F(2l) Total energy 2,14 F(5)+F(13)
F(22) Mean energy 2,4 F(21)/(W(2)+W(14)]
F(23) Total variation 2,14 F(7)+F(15)
F(214) Mean variation 2,14 F(23)/(W(2)+W(is)]
F(25) Peak 5 P(5)/P(3)

F(26) Peak energy 5 [F(25fl 2
F(27) Peak 2,14,5 Max[F(17),F(25fl
F(28) Total 2,14,5 F(l8)+T(5)/P(3)
F(29) Mean 2,14,5 F(28)f[W(2)+W(14)+W(5)]
F(30) Peak energy 2,14,5 Max(F(20),F(26)]

F(3l) Total energy 2,14,5 F(2l)+E(5)/[P(3)~
2

F(32) Mean energy 2,14,5 F(32)/[W(2)+W(4)+W(5)J
F(33) Total variation 2,14 ,5 F(23)+V(5)/P(3)
F(31s) Mean variation 2,14,5 F(33)/[W(2)+W(14)+~-((5)j
F(35) Mean difference 2,3,14 I M(2,3,l4)—R (3)I/R (3)
F(36) Standard deviation 2,3 ,14 [A(2,3,14 ) ]~~

’2/B(3)

F(37) Skewness 2,3,14 C(2,3,14 ) )L”3/R(3)
F(38) Mean difference 2,14 M(2,14)—R(3)J/B(3)

F(39) Standard deviation 2,14 [A (2 ,14 ) )~~
’2/R(3)

F(140) Skewness 2 ,14 (C( ,21s)]
lI’3/R(3)

Note: Reference 22:77
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